1. Background {#sec1}
=============

Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is one of the most disabling injuries and results in a range of cognitive impairments, particularly in the domains of attention, memory, emotion, and behavior [@bib1]. Between 50 and 60 million people are affected annually by TBI [@bib2], and approximately 50% of the global population will sustain a TBI in their lifetime [@bib2]. Traumatic spinal cord injury (SCI) occurs in 236--1298 people per million and has an annual rate of up to 246 cases per million people [@bib3], often occurring in conjunction with TBI, and should be considered in the context of trauma to the central nervous system (CNS) [@bib4].

Patients with a history of CNS trauma may develop proteinopathy [@bib5], [@bib6], a component of various neurodegenerative disorders including Alzheimer\'s disease (AD) and other dementias [@bib7]. Tackling CNS trauma as a risk for dementia, however, requires systematic efforts to understand which inherent traumatic factors contribute to dementia development [@bib8]. This is complicated by the fact that research has revealed mixed phenotypes of both CNS trauma and dementia in men and women [@bib9], [@bib10].

Five longitudinal studies ([Supplementary Table 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 1) have focused on the causal relationship between TBI and incident dementia [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15]. Each used varying definitions of exposure, outcome, covariates, and follow-up periods, and results were inconsistent. Some found a marked attenuation of AD or dementia risk in patients with TBI after multivariate adjustment, while others did not [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15]. These studies either focused on certain age groups [@bib11], [@bib12] or occupations [@bib13], [@bib14], did not account for time to diagnosis in their analyses, or did not consider varying injury severity, combining penetrating and nonpenetrating [@bib15], moderate and severe [@bib12], [@bib14], or all [@bib15] TBI diagnoses into a single exposure definition. Furthermore, these studies did not consider the effects of SCI, which is important given the prevalence of comorbid SCI in TBI [@bib16]. Additionally, although results were adjusted for sex, there was no risk stratification for this factor [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15]. Because many neurodegenerative diseases often have different frequencies, presentations, and comorbidity risk factors across the lifespans of men and women, it is possible that they may be at different risk of developing dementia after CNS trauma [@bib10].

Here, we evaluated whether the risk of incident dementia was related to the severity and extent of CNS trauma in a large historical cohort of patients over more than a decade. Using methodologies that separated exposure and outcome, we hypothesized that incident dementia is related to TBI severity and extent of injury throughout adulthood. Furthermore, we hypothesized that several individual factors predict dementia onset and that the effects would be different between sexes ([Fig. 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}).Fig. 1Hypothesized relationships related to dementia outcome after central nervous system trauma. Red color indicates previously unexplored hypothesis. Black color indicates other tested relationships, previously described. \*The following variables were evaluated as predictors in our statistical models: (1) TBI severity, (2) presence of comorbid SCI, (3) the interaction of TBI severity and age, and (4) the interaction of comorbid SCI and age. Abbreviations: SCI, spinal cord injury; TBI, traumatic brain injury.

2. Methods {#sec2}
==========

The study complied with the principle of the Declaration of Helsinki. The Toronto Rehabilitation Institute--University Health Network\' Research Ethics Board approved this study. The findings were reported in compliance with the Transparent Reporting of a Multivariable Prediction Model for Individual Prognosis or Diagnosis guidelines.

2.1. Data sources {#sec2.1}
-----------------

Our data were obtained from the Institute for Clinical Evaluative Sciences [@bib17], which stores information from emergency departments (EDs) and acute care units. Data pertained to residents of Ontario, Canada. Our sample was racially diverse and had access to universal health care. Diagnoses were indicated by entries under the the International Statistical Classification of Diseases and Related Health Problems, Tenth Revision Canadian Enhancement classification system (ICD-10-CA) [@bib17].

2.2. Study design and sample {#sec2.2}
----------------------------

Adult (≥18 years) Ontario residents who had received a diagnosis of CNS trauma (i.e., TBI or TBI with SCI, [Supplementary Tables 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in the Supplement File 1) in an ED or acute care unit between April 1, 2002 and March 31, 2013 were considered in this study. The dates of first TBI diagnosis were defined as an index date that marked the beginning of the study period for each patient. All individuals were followed up until the end of the study period or death, whichever occurred first. Details of inclusion and exclusion criteria are provided in [Supplementary Fig. 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 2.

2.3. Variables {#sec2.3}
--------------

### 2.3.1. Predictors {#sec2.3.1}

The following variables were evaluated as predictors in our statistical models: (1) TBI severity, (2) presence of comorbid SCI, (3) the interaction of TBI severity and age [@bib18], and (4) the interaction of comorbid SCI and age. TBI was defined using Centers for Disease Control and Prevention criteria [@bib19], and injury severity was defined according to published severity classifications [@bib20], [@bib21]. Traumatic SCI was defined following published criteria [@bib22] ([Supplementary Materials 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 2). To minimize reverse causality and misdiagnoses, patients with ICD-10 codes of postconcussive syndrome (F07.2) were not included in TBI definition [@bib23].

### 2.3.2. Outcome {#sec2.3.2}

Dementia was defined according to validated ICD-10 codes for the diagnosis of dementia in an inpatient setting [@bib13], [@bib24]. To minimize the chance of misdiagnoses, patients with delirium (F05-) were excluded from dementia definition [@bib25] ([Supplementary Table 3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 2).

### 2.3.3. Potential confounders {#sec2.3.3}

Age, sex, disorders of the circulatory system, vascular risk factors, and income quantile (according to postal code) are important in predicting dementia [@bib26], [@bib27], [@bib28]. Associative values between sleep disorder [@bib29] and dementia were quantified to determine their effect on dementia onset.

2.4. Statistical analysis {#sec2.4}
-------------------------

Descriptive statistics were calculated for relevant data. In TBI populations, death may preclude the occurrence of dementia, resulting in overestimation of incidence in survivors [@bib30]. Tests for differences based on injury severity, age, and time to death were performed ([Supplementary Figs. 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 3), following which Standard Cox regression analyses were performed [@bib31], ensuring that censoring was "independent" across injury severity and age ([Supplement File 3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}).

Univariate and multivariable Cox regression models were used to investigate the relationship between CNS trauma-related predictors and incidence of dementia; results are expressed as hazard ratios (HRs) and 95% confidence intervals. For the purpose of sensitivity analysis, all calculations were repeated using subgroups of patients ≤65 years. To confirm findings from multivariable Cox regression model, the Fine and Gray competing risk regression model was used [@bib32].

The following model diagnostic procedures were performed [@bib33]: (1) tests of violations of the assumption of proportional hazards and identification of influential observations, (2) test of nonlinearity in the relationship between the log HR and covariates, (3) test of collinearity among predictors by the use of the variance inflation factor, and (4) evaluation of the effect of each predictor separately from the other predictors ([Supplementary Material 3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 3). Model performance was evaluated through quantitative summaries of predictors from the model, the likelihood χ^2^ for testing all covariates, the Akaike\'s information criterion, and discrimination C-index. Statistical significance of the predictors was assessed with the Wald test, with significance considered when *P* \< .05.

2.5. Missing variables {#sec2.5}
----------------------

We developed an algorithm that identified injury severity through a composite score that considers a patient\'s Glasgow Coma Scale score and the most severe injury at index date, regardless of anatomical location ([Supplementary Material 2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 2), based on an Abbreviated Injury Scale score, and has been shown to predict mortality in patients with head/neck trauma [@bib34]. Patients with ICD-10-CA diagnostic codes of S06.0 (concussion) in whom severity of injury was not possible to establish due to the absence of Abbreviated Injury Scale and/or Glasgow Coma Scale data, were analyzed as a separate cohort, "unspecified injury severity."

2.6. Sample size consideration {#sec2.6}
------------------------------

Between 18,200 and 24,500 dementia events were anticipated, based on an estimated sample of 700,000 with an average of 6 years of follow-up and the reported rate of incident dementia between 2.6% and 3.5% [@bib12], [@bib13] This would allow examination of at least 70 predictors in generic models and approximately 35 in separate models for each sex, using the rule of thumb of 10 events per predictor.

2.7. Clinical application {#sec2.7}
-------------------------

To demonstrate the effects of covariates and estimate the probability of developing postinjury dementia, we generated individualized predictions by converting results of Cox regressions into a single numerical estimate of the probability in each sex at 1, 5, and 10 years after the injury [@bib35].

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

3.1. Sample characteristics {#sec3.1}
---------------------------

During the study period, a total of 1,990,183 individuals entered EDs or acute care units with a diagnostic code indicating CNS trauma ([Supplementary Fig. 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 1). The major causes of TBI included falls (n = 297,794, 41.78%), object strikes (n = 188,301, 26.42%), and assaults (n = 76,255, 10.70%). Object strikes and assaults were more frequent in men compared to women (31.45% vs. 19.05% and 14.26 % vs. 5.58%, respectively). Falls were more frequent in women compared to men (56.07 % vs. 32.04 %). Our final analyses included 712,708 adult patients (59% male, median age 44 years) without dementia at baseline. [Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} shows baseline characteristics by TBI severity and SCI comorbidity.Table 1Characteristics of patients who did develop dementia (n = 32,834) and those who did not (n = 679,874)VariablesTotalWith dementiaWithout dementiaTBI severityComorbid SCIMildModerateSevereUnspecifiedPresentAbsentn = 712,708n = 32,834n = 679,874n = 443,456n = 7365n = 17,390n = 244,497n = 29,695n = 683,013Sociodemographic characteristics Male423,657 (59.44)13,342 (40.63)410,315 (60.35)293,264 (66.13)4920 (66.80)11,421 (65.68)114,052 (46.65)15,681 (52.81)407,976 (59.73) Age at first TBI (years)44.00 (27.00--64.00)82.00 (76.00--87.00)42.00 (26.00--60.00)43.00 (27.00--63.00)49.00 (30.00--71.00)59.00 (38.00--77.00)44.00 (27.00--64.00)49.00 (31.00--73.00)44.00 (27.00--64.00) Income Q1 (poorest)156,172 (21.91)7686 (23.41)148,486 (21.84)94,956 (21.41)1750 (23.76)3890 (22.37)55,576 (22.73)6878 (23.16)149,294 (21.86) Income Q2145,034 (20.35)7012 (21.36)138,022 (20.30)89,573 (20.20)1565 (21.25)3628 (20.86)50,268 (20.56)6257 (21.07)138,777 (20.32) Income Q3139,368 (19.55)6277 (19.12)133,091 (19.58)86,787 (19.57)1340 (18.19)3367 (19.36)47,874 (19.58)5931 (19.97)133,437 (19.54) Income Q4138,508 (19.43)5953 (18.13)132,555 (19.50)86,927 (19.60)1381 (18.75)3409 (19.60)46,791 (19.14)5556 (18.71)132,952 (19.47) Income Q5 (wealthiest)133,626 (18.75)5906 (17.99)127,720 (18.79)85,213 (19.22)1329 (18.04)3096 (17.80)43,988 (17.99)5073 (17.08)128,553 (18.82) Rural residence101,346 (14.22)4075 (12.41)97,271 (14.31)65,925 (14.87)982 (13.33)2395 (13.77)32,044 (13.11)5220 (17.58)96,126 (14.07)Disorders of circulatory system Cerebrovascular disease19,207 (2.69)3386 (10.31)15,821 (2.33)8954 (2.02)624 (8.47)3157 (18.15)6472 (2.65)1230 (4.14)17,977 (2.63) Ischemic heart disease36,312 (5.09)5212 (15.87)31,100 (4.57)20,512 (4.63)527 (7.16)1927 (11.08)13,346 (5.46)2364 (7.96)33,948 (4.97) Atrial fibrillation22,014 (3.09)3623 (11.03)18,391 (2.71)12,009 (2.71)360 (4.89)1572 (9.04)8073 (3.30)1508 (5.08)20,506 (3.00) Heart failure17,248 (2.42)2872 (8.75)14,376 (2.11)9582 (2.16)258 (3.50)1015 (5.84)6393 (2.61)1133 (3.82)16,115 (2.36)Disorders of vascular system Obesity3903 (0.55)242 (0.74)3661 (0.54)1895 (0.43)36 (0.49)127 (0.73)1845 (0.75)274 (0.92)3629 (0.53) Hyperlipidemia12,312 (1.73)1843 (5.61)10,469 (1.54)6718 (1.51)205 (2.78)693 (3.99)4696 (1.92)817 (2.75)11,495 (1.68) Diabetes mellitus48,138 (6.75)6518 (19.85)41,620 (6.12)25,791 (5.82)701 (9.52)2312 (13.29)19,334 (7.91)2874 (9.68)45,264 (6.63)Other disorders and signs Tobacco smoking870 (0.12)51 (0.16)819 (0.12)497 (0.11)15 (0.20)33 (0.19)325 (0.13)56 (0.19)814 (0.12) Depression25,746 (3.61)1612 (4.91)24,134 (3.55)13,646 (3.08)343 (4.66)798 (4.59)10,959 (4.48)2010 (6.77)23,736 (3.48) Visual impairments7630 (1.07)1121 (3.41)6509 (0.96)4373 (0.99)120 (1.63)344 (1.98)2793 (1.14)489 (1.65)7141 (1.05) Hearing loss1689 (0.24)168 (0.51)1521 (0.22)901 (0.20)28 (0.38)111 (0.64)649 (0.27)125 (0.42)1564 (0.23) Sleep disorder (any)6999 (0.98)537 (1.64)6462 (0.95)3818 (0.86)90 (1.22)230 (1.32)2861 (1.17)556 (1.87)6443 (0.94)Incidents Dementia32,834 (4.61)32,834 (100.00)-19,401 (4.37)405 (5.50)1117 (6.42)11,911 (4.87)2349 (7.91)30,485 (4.46) Alzheimer\'s disease8451 (1.19)8451 (25.74)-5078 (1.15)88 (1.19)252 (1.45)3033 (1.24)517 (1.74)7934 (1.16)Follow-up time, in months To dementia25.00 (8.18--52.40)25.00 (8.18--52.40)-25.53 (8.64--52.88)20.60 (3.52--51.84)32.82 (7.64--65.18)23.66 (7.59--50.18)28.32 (9.61--57.03)24.67 (8.08--52.01)[^1][^2]

3.2. Incidence of dementia {#sec3.2}
--------------------------

Over a median follow-up of 52 months (interquartile range 19.22--86.44), 32,864 patients (4.61%) were diagnosed with dementia (e.g. AD n = 5,983, 18.22%; vascular dementia n = 1,668, 5.08%; frontotemporal dementia n = 108, 0.33%; dementia of unspecified type n = 24,504, 74.63%). These diagnoses were distributed among patients with mild TBI (n = 19,401, 4.37%), moderate TBI (n = 405, 5.50%), severe TBI (n = 1,117, 6.42%), unspecified injury severity (n = 11,921, 4.87%) and comorbid SCI (n = 2,349, 7.91%). Two or more diagnoses of dementia were present in \<2% of all cases ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} and [Supplementary Table 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 3).

Multivariable Cox regression analyses ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}) determined HR estimates and model fit statistics for 2 models we examined (generic and sex stratified) with any dementia, each fully adjusted with censoring at death, the competing event. In the fully adjusted simplest dementia model, TBI of moderate and unspecified injury severity was significantly associated with incident dementia, with such patients having a 12% and 10% higher hazard of developing dementia compared to those with mild TBI injury ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The hazard of unspecified injury severity on developing dementia was greater in men than in women (17% vs. 5%, respectively), and the hazard of moderate injury severity on dementia development was significant in women only (HR = 1.23 \[95% CI, 1.09--1.40\] in women; HR = 0.98 \[95% CI, 0.84--1.15\] in men). In sex-stratified models, the hazard of severe TBI for developing dementia was comparable between both sexes but nonsignificant (HR = 0.94 \[95% CI, 0.86--1.02\], and HR = 1.00 \[95% CI, 0.92--1.09\], respectively).Table 2Model fitting and effect (HR and 95% CI), including regression coefficients (ß) and level of significance (ρ), of CNS trauma expressed by TBI severity and SCI comorbidity, controlling for potential confounders and risk factors for dementiaRegression coefficients/predictors/*P*-value\
1st row (all)\
2nd row (men)\
3rd row (women)Dementia modelSimplest; ß/HR (95% CI) ρSimplest + interaction of TBI severity with age; ß/HR (95% CI) ρSimplest + interaction of SCI with age; ß/HR (95% CI) ρTBI severity Mild (yes)111 Unknown severity (concussion codes) versus mild0.09/1.10 (1.07--1.12)\*\*\*\*0.42/[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A\*\*\*\*0.09/1.10 (1.07--1.12)\*\*\*\*0.16/1.17 (1.13--1.22)\*\*\*\*0.78/[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B\*\*\*\*0.16/1.17 (1.13--1.22)\*\*\*\*0.05/1.05 (1.02--1.08)\*\*\*0.02/[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B0.05/1.05 (1.02--1.08)\*\*\* Moderate versus mild0.11/1.12 (1.02--1.24)\*\*\*0.31/[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A0.11/1.12 (1.01--1.23)\*\*\*−0.02/0.98 (0.84--1.15)0.16/[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B−0.02/.98 (0.83--1.14)0.21/1.23 (1.09--1.40)\*\*\*0.82/[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B0.21/1.23 (1.08--1.40)\*\*\* Severe versus mild−0.04/0.97 (0.91--1.03)1.65/[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A\*\*\*\*−0.04/0.96 (0.91--1.02)−0.06/0.94 (0.86--1.02)1.96/[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B\*\*\*\*−0.07/0.94 (0.86--1.02)0.00/1.00 (0.92--1.09)1.47/[Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (0.91--1.09) Mild (yes)111SCI comorbidity SCI (yes vs. no)0.08/1.08 (1.03--1.12)\*\*\*0.07/1.08 (1.03--1.12)\*\*\*1.35/([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A)\*\*\*\*0.12/1.13 (1.06--1.21)\*\*\*0.12/1.13 (1.06--1.21)\*\*\*1.79/([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B)\*\*\*\*0.05/1.05 (1.00--1.11)0.05/1.05 (1.00--1.12)0.91/([Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B)\*\*\*Sex Women−0.13/0.88 (0.86--0.90)\*\*\*\*−0.13/0.88 (0.86--0.90)\*\*\*\*−0.13/0.88 (0.86--0.90)\*\*\*\* Men111 Age[†](#tbl2fndagger){ref-type="table-fn"}−0.05/0.96 (0.90--1.01)−0.05/[Supplementary Fig. 3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Suppl. File 2−0.04/[Supplementary Fig. 4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Suppl. File 2−0.11/0.90 (0.86--0.97)\*\*\*−0.11/[Supplementary Fig. 3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Suppl. File 2\*\*\*−0.10/[Supplementary Fig. 4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Suppl. File 2\*\*\*0.02/1.02 (0.93--1.13)0.02/[Supplementary Fig. 3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Suppl. File 20.02/[Supplementary Fig. 4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Suppl. File 2 Age^2^0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.00)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.01)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.01)\*\*\*\*0.01/1.01 (1.00--1.01)\*\*\*\*0.01/1.01 (1.00--1.01)\*\*\*\*0.01/1.01 (1.00--1.01)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.01)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.01)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.01)\*\*\*\* Age^3^0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.00)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.00)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.00)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.00)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.00)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.00)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.00)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.00)\*\*\*\*0.00/1.00 (1.00--1.00)\*\*\*\*Controlling variables Neighborhood income 2nd quantile versus 1st quantile (poorest)−0.07/0.94 (0.91--0.97)\*\*\*\*−0.07/0.94 (0.91--0.97)\*\*\*\*−0.07/0.94 (0.91--0.97)\*\*\*\*−0.10/0.90 (0.89--0.96)\*\*\*−0.10/0.9105 (0.86--0.95)\*\*\*−0.10/0.90 (0.86--0.95)\*\*\*−0.05/0.96 (0.92--0.99)\*\*\*−0.05/0.96 (0.92--0.99)\*\*\*−0.05/0.96 (0.92--0.99)\*\*\* Neighborhood income 3rd quantile versus 1st quantile−0.08/0.92 (0.89--0.95)\*\*\*\*−0.08/0.92 (0.89--0.95)\*\*\*\*−0.08/0.92 (0.90--0.95)\*\*\*\*−0.12/0.89 (0.84--0.94)\*\*\*\*−0.12/0.89 (0.84--0.94)\*\*\*\*−0.12/0.89 (0.84--0.94)\*\*\*\*−0.06/0.94 (0.90--0.98)\*\*\*−0.07/0.94 (0.90--0.98)\*\*\*−0.07/0.94 (0.90--0.98)\*\*\* Neighborhood income 4th quantile versus 1st quantile−0.11/0.90 (0.87--0.93)\*\*\*\*−0.11/0.90 (0.87--0.93)\*\*\*\*−0.11/0.90 (0.87--0.93)\*\*\*\*−0.19/0.83 (0.79--0.87)\*\*\*\*−0.19/0.83 (0.76--0.87)\*\*\*\*−0.19/0.83 (0.79--0.88)\*\*\*\*−0.05/0.95 (0.91--0.99)\*\*\*−0.05/0.95 (0.91--0.99)\*\*\*−0.05/0.95 (0.91--0.99)\*\*\* Neighborhood income 5th quantile versus 1st quantile−0.15/0.86 (0.83--0.89)\*\*\*\*−0.15/0.86 (0.83--0.89)\*\*\*\*−0.15/0.86 (0.83--0.89)\*\*\*\*−0.23/0.80(0.750--0.84)\*\*\*\*−0.23/0.80 (0.76--0.84)\*\*\*\*−0.23/0.80 (0.76--0.84)\*\*\*\*−0.10/0.90 (0.86--0.94)\*\*\*\*−0.10/0.90 (0.86--0.94)\*\*\*\*−0.10/0.90 (0.86--0.94)\*\*\*\* Cerebrovascular disease (yes vs. no)0.36/1.43 (1.37--1.48)\*\*\*\*0.36/1.43(1.38--1.48)\*\*\*\*0.36/1.43 (1.38--1.481)\*\*\*\*0.37/1.45 (1.37--1.53)\*\*\*\*0.37/1.45 (1.38--1.53)\*\*\*\*0.37/1.45 (1.37--1.528)\*\*\*\*0.34/1.40 (1.33--1.48)\*\*\*\*0.34/1.40 (1.33--1.48)\*\*\*\*0.34/1.40 (1.33--1.478)\*\*\*\* Ischemic heart disease (yes vs. no)−0.11/0.90 (0.87--0.93)\*\*\*\*−0.11/0.90 (0.87--0.93)\*\*\*\*−0.11/0.90 (0.87--0.93)\*\*\*\*−0.16/0.85 (0.81--0.90)\*\*\*\*−0.16/0.85 (0.81--0.90)\*\*\*\*−0.16/0.85 (0.81--0.90)\*\*\*\*−0.06/0.94 (0.90--0.98)\*\*\*−0.07/0.94 (0.90--0.98)\*\*\*−0.06/0.94 (0.90--0.98)\*\*\* Diseases of arteries, arterioles and capillaries (yes vs. no)0.11/1.12 (1.05--1.19)\*\*\*0.11/1.12 (1.05--1.19)\*\*\*0.11/1.12 (1.05--1.19)\*\*\*0.16/1.18 (1.08--1.28)\*\*\*0.16/1.18 (1.08--1.28)\*\*\*0.16/1.18 (1.08--1.28)\*\*\*0.03/1.03 (0.94--1.14)0.03/1.03 (0.94--1.14)0.03/1.03 (0.94--1.14) Atrial fibrillation (yes vs. no)−0.06/0.94 (0.91--0.98)\*\*\*−0.06/0.95 (0.91--0.98)\*\*\*−0.06/0.95 (0.91--0.98)\*\*\*−0.07/0.93 (0.88--0.99)\*\*\*−0.07/0.94 (0.884--0.99)\*\*\*−0.07/0.94 (0.88--0.99)\*\*\*−0.05/0.95 (0.91--1.00)−0.05/0.95 (0.91--1.00)−0.05/0.95 (0.91--1.00) Heart failure (yes vs. no)0.15/1.16 (1.110--1.21)\*\*\*\*0.15/1.16 (1.11--1.21)\*\*\*\*0.15/1.16 (1.11--1.21)\*\*\*\*0.18/1.20 (1.13--1.28)\*\*\*\*0.18/1.20 (1.13--1.28)\*\*\*\*0.18/1.20 (1.13--1.28)\*\*\*\*0.121.13 (1.06--1.19)\*\*\*\*0.12/1.13 (1.06--1.19)\*\*\*\*0.12/1.13 (1.06--1.19)\*\*\*\* Obesity (yes vs. no)−0.05/0.95 (0.84--1.08)−0.05/0.95 (0.834--1.08)−0.05/0.95 (0.83--1.08)−0.12/0.89 (0.70--1.11)−0.13/0.88 (0.70--1.11)−0.13/0.88 (0.70--1.11)−0.01/0.99 (0.85--1.16)−0.01/0.99 (0.85--1.16)−0.01/0.99 (0.85--1.15) Tobacco smoking (yes vs. no)0.67/1.95 (1.45--2.56)\*\*\*\*0.66/1.94 (1.48--2.56)\*\*\*\*0.67/1.95 (1.48--2.56)\*\*\*\*0.42/1.52 (1.02--2.28)\*\*\*0.42/1.520 (1.02--2.27)\*\*\*0.42/1.53 (1.02--2.28)\*\*\*0.91/2.49 (1.71--3.64)\*\*\*\*0.91/2.491 (1.71--3.64)\*\*\*\*0.91/2.49 (1.70--3.63)\*\*\*\* Hyperlipidemia (yes vs. no)0.04/1.04 (0.99--1.099)0.04/1.04 (0.99--1.09)0.04/1.04 (0.99--1.09)0.09/1.10 (1.02--1.18)\*\*\*0.09/1.09 (1.02--1.18)\*\*\*0.09/1.09 (1.02--1.18)\*\*\*−0.00/1.00 (0.93--1.07)−0.01/0.99 (0.93--1.07)−0.00/1.00 (0.93--1.07) Diabetes mellitus (yes vs. no)0.38/1.46 (1.42--1.50)\*\*\*\*0.38/1.457 (1.42--1.50)\*\*\*\*0.38/1.46 (1.42--1.50)\*\*\*\*0.40/1.49 (1.42--1.55)\*\*\*\*0.39/1.484 (1.42--1.55)\*\*\*\*0.40/1.49 (1.42--1.55)\*\*\*\*0.36/1.44(1.38--1.49)\*\*\*\*0.36/1.435 (1.38--1.49)\*\*\*\*0.36/1.44 (1.38--1.49)\*\*\*\* Depression (yes vs. no)0.60/1.82(1.73--1.91)\*\*\*\*0.60/1.82 (1.73--1.91)\*\*\*\*0.59/1.811 (1.72--1.91)\*\*\*\*0.70/2.01 (1.85--2.18)\*\*\*\*0.69/2.00 (1.85--2.18)\*\*\*\*0.70/2.004 (1.85--2.18)\*\*\*\*0.54/1.71 (1.61--1.83)\*\*\*\*0.54/1.71 (1.61--1.83)\*\*\*\*0.54/1.709 (1.60--1.82)\*\*\*\* Vision impairments (yes vs. no)−0.06/0.95 (0.89--1.00)−0.06/0.946 (0.89--1.01)−0.06/0.95 (0.89--1.00)−0.01/0.99 (0.91--1.09)−0.01/0.994 (0.91--1.09)−0.01/1.00 (0.91--1.09)−0.09/0.92 (0.85--0.99)\*\*\*−0.09/0.918 (0.85--0.99)\*\*\*−0.09/0.92 (0.85--0.99)\*\*\* Hearing loss (yes vs. no)0.16/1.18 (1.01--1.37)\*\*\*0.16/1.18 (1.01--1.37)\*\*\*0.16/1.18 (1.01--1.37)\*\*\*0.21/1.24 (0.99--1.55)0.21/1.24 (0.99--1.55)0.21/1.24 (0.99--1.55)0.12/1.13 (0.91--1.38)0.12/1.13 (0.92--1.39)0.12/1.13 (0.92--1.39) Sleep disorder (yes vs. no)0.22/1.25 (1.15--1.36)\*\*\*\*0.22/1.25 (1.15--1.36)\*\*\*\*0.22/1.25 (1.14--1.36)\*\*\*\*0.23/1.26 (1.11--1.42)\*\*\*0.22/1.25 (1.11--1.41)\*\*\*0.23/1.25 (1.11--1.41)\*\*\*0.21/1.23 (1.09--1.40)\*\*\*0.21/1.24 (1.09--1.40)\*\*\*0.21/1.23 (1.09--1.40)\*\*\*Model fitting LRχ^2^111134.13\*\*\*\*111172.20\*\*\*\*111172.94\*\*\*\*52,654.88\*\*\*\*52,692.07\*\*\*\*52,686.80\*\*\*\*54,048.52\*\*\*\*54,059.47\*\*\*\*54,057.45\*\*\*\* AIC735762.68735688.60735687.87277549.06277517.88277519.15413829.46413824.51413822.52 Degree of freedom182119172018172018 Corrected C-index0.930.930.930.950.950.950.900.900.90[^3][^4][^5][^6]

Since interactions between TBI severity and age, and comorbid SCI and age, were evident ([Supplementary Figs. 2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplementary File 3), we calculated adjusted HRs for dementia for each. The plot based on the models with interactions ([Fig. 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A and 2B and [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and 3B) shows the effect of severe TBI is greater than that of other injury severities (mild, unspecified, and moderate), more in men than in women, and it reduced with age. Similarly, [Fig. 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and 3B highlight the effect of age at the time of event and comorbid SCI on developing dementia.Fig. 2(A) Proportional hazard ratio plots of the estimated risk of dementia versus patient age at first TBI event, and by TBI severity, after adjustment for sex and known risk factors. Mild TBI severity was used as a reference. (B) Proportional hazard ratio plots of the estimated risk of dementia versus patient age at first TBI event, and by TBI severity and by sex, after adjustment for known risk factors. Mild TBI severity was used as a reference. Abbreviations: F, female; M, male; TBI, traumatic brain injury.Fig. 3(A) Proportional hazard ratio plots of the estimated risk of dementia versus patient age at first TBI event in the presence of comorbid SCI, after adjustment for sex and known risk factors. No SCI comorbidity was used as a reference. (B) Proportional hazard ratio plots of the estimated risk of dementia versus patient age at first TBI event in the presence of comorbid SCI, by sex, after adjustment for known risk factors. No SCI comorbidity was used as a reference. Abbreviations: F, female; M, male; TBI, traumatic brain injury; SCI, spinal cord injury.

Socioeconomic status, disorders of the circulatory system, sleep disorders, and vascular risk factors were associated with incident dementia, and HRs varied between sexes ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). All models were well calibrated and highly discriminative. The fit for models with only known predictors of dementia was significantly worse than final models of dementia, indicating that variables independently contribute to outcome.

3.3. Additivity in CNS trauma {#sec3.3}
-----------------------------

To test additivity of SCI and TBI in CNS trauma, we investigated HRs for developing dementia in TBI and TBI with SCI separately, in different groups (men vs. women; with and without age interaction). Presence of SCI had a significant effect on the fully adjusted simplest model on the risk of developing dementia in men (HR = 1.13 \[95% CI, 1.06--1.21\]) but not women (HR = 1.05 \[95% CI, 1.00--1.12\]) ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

3.4. Interactions {#sec3.4}
-----------------

Nonlinearity in the relationship between age and outcome was observed ([Supplementary Fig. 3](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 3). To offset incorrect interpretation of the HR, restricted quadratic and cubic transformation was performed for age ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}).

We investigated interactions between TBI severity and age, and SCI and age at baseline. Visual and quantitative approaches were used to investigate the effect of modifiers. Main-effect--only models were compared to full models with interactions ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). The effect of severe TBI on incident dementia became apparent in younger men and women and decreased with age; it was not observable in either sex aged \>80 years ([Fig. 2](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A and 2B).

3.5. Competing risk analysis {#sec3.5}
----------------------------

In the Fine and Gray regression, the effects of TBI severity and SCI comorbidity on incident dementia had similar HRs to those from the Cox regression in the overall and sex-stratified models ([Supplementary Tables 2--4](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} in Supplement File 4).

3.6. Nomogram {#sec3.6}
-------------

A nomogram point system was used to assign each predictor with a value ranging from 0 to 100 in a graphic interface. Based on the estimated regression coefficients, we ranked the estimated effects, disregarding statistical significance (absolute beta values). Resulting nomogram plots for both sexes are presented in [Supplementary Figs. 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} (Supplement File 5). The points assigned to each predictor are presented in [Supplementary Table 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} (Supplement File 4). To estimate the role of CNS trauma-related variables using nomograms, we compared 2 cases that were similar except for sex. First, the total number of points was calculated for a man with mild TBI, aged 20 years without comorbid SCI or other known risk factors of dementia except smoking. The total points were 50, indicating a probability of developing dementia within the next 10 years of \<0.1. The total number of points for a woman of similar description was 33.2, indicating a probability of developing dementia within the next 10 years of 0.15.

3.7. Sensitivity analyses {#sec3.7}
-------------------------

We performed subgroup analysis, testing the effect of injury severity and SCI comorbidity on early onset dementia. Our fully adjusted simplest dementia model confirmed associations between severe TBI and comorbid SCI with incident dementia (HR 1.45 \[95% CI, 1.05--2.01\] and HR 1.33 \[95% CI, 1.03--1.71\], respectively). When results were stratified by sex, the association remained significant in men (HR 1.52 \[95% CI, 1.04--2.20\] and HR 1.57 \[95% CI, 1.15--2.13, respectively\]) but not in women (HR 1.25 \[95% CI, 0.65--2.38\] and 0.96 \[95% CI, 0.60--1.52\]) ([Supplementary Table 2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 4).

4. Discussion {#sec4}
=============

In this large representative cohort of racially diverse persons with universal health-care insurance (N = 712,708 adult patients, 59% men) who sustained CNS trauma (i.e., TBI alone or with comorbid SCI) over a decade-long period, almost 5% developed dementia. In the fully adjusted models for sex and known risk factors of dementia, severe TBI and concussive injury severity (unspecified injury severity S06 codes under the ICD-10 classification system) were significantly associated with incident dementia. SCI comorbidity in TBI has an additive effect on risk. Age interacts with trauma-related variables (injury severity and comorbid SCI) to lead to the development of dementia; the risk is greater in younger people and it diminishes with age. This study highlighted a novel risk of dementia onset in persons free of dementia at the date of injury; this novel risk is the presence of a sleep disorder. Although the effects attributed to injury severity, comorbid SCI, and sleep disorder are small compared to other risk factors (i.e., depression, smoking, diabetes mellitus, etc.), even a small increase in dementia risk can bring a patient to a considerably higher risk group ([Supplementary Figs. 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"} and [2](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 5). This was also the first study to present data on risk of dementia onset for men and women separately. Societal advances such as improved living standards [@bib36], lifestyle modifications [@bib37], and quaternary preventions [@bib38], [@bib39] could prove vital in reducing risk in both men and women.

Nearly all previous studies of TBI and dementia risk have compared TBI patients within themselves or to other trauma patients [@bib11], [@bib12], [@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib15]. Some found a marked attenuation of dementia risk with age [@bib12], [@bib15], while others did not ([Supplementary Table 1](#appsec1){ref-type="sec"}, Supplement File 1). We attribute these differences to study limitations including reverse causality; not accounting for injury severity or treating unspecified injury severity codes as mild; and selected groups of older age. In our study, we addressed these limitations by applying a 1-year look-back window to exclude previous dementia, excluding delirium and substance-related dementia and postconcussive syndrome, and treating unspecified injury severity as a separate cohort. For the first time, we considered comorbid SCI, the interaction of age, and indices of social deprivation, separately in men and women. Our results show that TBI alone, or with SCI, differentially affects men and women of varying ages, with effect of severe TBI and concussions (e.g., unspecified injury severity S06.0 codes) decreasing with increasing age. Our results support the notion that the CNS is not a static entity and that its structure and function at the time of injury matters when it comes to reorganization of neural pathways in response to the damage [@bib40].

It is well known in the field of cognitive aging that older adults compared with younger adults often have poorer episodic memory but better semantic memory, and the accumulation of knowledge overall is increased in older adults compared with younger adults, highlighting that not all aspects of cognition are adversely affected by older age [@bib41], [@bib42], [@bib43]. With damage, compensation for the damaged tissue occurs in numerous ways including but not limited to reorganization of existing neuronal networks and development of new networks [@bib44]. Greater connectivity between brain regions, and spinal cord regions in the older person compared to those younger, may serve a beneficial role in preserving cognitive functioning in those who sustain injury later in life, as opposed to those who have sustain injury earlier in life. Likewise, while development of new networks is superior in younger individuals as compared to those who are older, they are not always beneficial networks [@bib45]. It is also possible that after TBI in younger people, microglia exhibits altered morphology and an immune-reactive phenotype, which can compound their risk, to a greater extent [@bib46]. Given the complexity of brain function, future studies of the impact of brain injury on cognitive functioning will have to include examination of dynamic interactions among brain regions, in conjunction with underlying structural changes in response to injuries of similar severities across the lifespan.

Our findings are consistent with proposed pathophysiological mechanisms of dementia. Diffuse axonal injury in concussion (e.g., S06.0 codes) predominately affects dense white matter tracts in the corpus callosum, the midbrain, and the reticular system [@bib47], [@bib48]. This alters baseline neurotransmitter levels and interferes with major dopaminergic fiber tracts connecting to the prefrontal cortex, involved in cognitive processes [@bib49]. In most severe injury, the hippocampus undergoes excitotoxic damage caused by the release of neurotransmitters [@bib50], producing impairments in executive function and attention [@bib51]. The observed change in the effect of severe TBI and SCI on dementia onset in both sexes, in both main and sensitivity analyses, is important. This observation supports the hypothesis that the effects of TBI severity and extent of CNS trauma on dementia onset are not constant across the lifespan and that underlying dysfunction at the neuronal, cellular, and molecular levels following trauma (e.g., the loss of dendrites and synapses, neuronal death, formation of abnormal capillaries, plaques, and neurofibrillary tangles [@bib52]) varies throughout life [@bib53], and thus, they should be considered in future studies.

Numerous researchers have studied the relationship between TBI and sleep in clinical settings, with coinciding findings and conclusions: sleep disorders are prevalent in this population and are an integral component in postinjury physical and mental health [@bib54]. This study highlighted the association between sleep disorders and dementia onset, in both men and women, across the lifespan. It is crucial that this evidence is acknowledged in research and practice. Sleep has been shown to play a protective role in warding off toxic protein accumulation [@bib55], and scientific evidence is rapidly developing, suggesting that the "glymphatic" system of the CNS, the interstitial spaces surrounding glia, and neurons, has substantially higher clearance of amyloid beta during sleep as compared with wakefulness, potentially reducing evolution of neurodegeneration in those with healthy sleep [@bib56]. Future research on this topic is greatly needed.

Our study has several limitations. Although our models with dementia risk factors had high predictive ability, reflecting that the majority of important predictors were included, some predictors (e.g., toxic environmental exposures, family history of dementia or AD) [@bib57], [@bib58] were not available. Additionally, we were not positioned to investigate the effect of any intervention for TBI, SCI, and other comorbidities on the development of dementia. Furthermore, it is likely that several included predictors, including socioeconomic status, had changed during the course of the study. Therefore, nomograms demonstrating the relationships between baseline predictors and temporal outcomes should not be used clinically until further external validation. Although validated algorithms were used to define dementia, misclassification of patients is possible, resulting in CNS trauma--related predictors to be calculated below their true values. With respect to defining incident dementia using ED or acute care data sets, a proportion of prevalent cases might be misclassified as incident cases, when dementia was not captured before the index date within our observational period. Similarly, preexisting dementia could have developed any time before the recorded date of diagnosis, while the time of dementia diagnosis after TBI event could be positively skewed. Furthermore, patients with more severe TBI may have been in more contact with health-care providers and thus are more likely to be diagnosed with dementia. To address this, we removed delirium cases from our analysis, and adjusted our models for baseline sociodemographic, economic, and clinical comorbidities and known predictors of health-care use in patients with TBI. Furthermore, we stratified our results by sex, accounting for differential help-seeking behaviors [@bib10]. All analyses were based on a single cohort, as we could not further split this sample into training, validation, and testing cohorts [@bib59] due to few events per SCI predictor in sex-specific models. Furthermore, the observed interactions between TBI severity and age, and SCI and age, are based on statistical grounds, making further research essential to confirm our findings and address some of these limitations using larger data sets with longer follow-up times. Future research should include further stratification of male and female patients using proposed risk-stratification models. Finally, our results highlight the potential need to operationalize CNS trauma in dementia risk models to concurrently reflect injury severity based on acute injury markers as well as physiological consequences occurring within the brain and spinal cord at different life stages. The failure to account for an interaction between trauma-related predictors and age could lead to bias and misinterpretation of the results in cases of TBI and SCI comorbidity. Studies must include identification of factor interactions, consider interaction effects when assessing dementia risks in CNS trauma, and be sex-specific. This could lead to significant implications for public health. While our results should be treated as a foray into studying link between CNS trauma-related variables and dementia onset in men and women across the lifespan, we believe that we provide a solid methodological framework that others may find useful in understanding the relationship and which can be used as a foundation in further research undertakings.

To conclude, TBI alone, or with SCI, differentially affects men and women of varying ages, and this should be considered when assessing postinjury dementia risk. Sex-specific regression models improve risk stratification [@bib60].Research in Context1Systematic review: Among published reports on the causal relationship between traumatic brain injury and incident dementia, all found a significant association between exposure to severe injury and incident dementia. However, there was no risk stratification by sex, extent of injury, or age at time of injury to predict incident dementia---all significant oversights.2Interpretation: This study followed up 712,708 adult patients admitted to a publicly funded health-care system with a diagnosis of traumatic brain injury alone or with comorbid spinal cord injury over more than a decade. We observed that injury-related factors interact with age to influence new dementia onset and that women are at a greater risk of developing dementia earlier than men, all other risk factors being equal. This study also highlighted the association between sleep disorders and dementia onset, in both men and women, across the lifespan.3Future directions: Our results suggest that risk stratification of patients with central nervous system trauma by sex is vital in identifying those most likely to develop dementia and in understanding the course and modifying factors.
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[^1]: NOTE. Data are given as median (interquartile range) or n (%).

[^2]: Abbreviations: Q, quantile; SCI, spinal cord injury; TBI, traumatic brain injury.

[^3]: NOTE. Corrected C-index for all models ranged from 0.90 to 0.95.

[^4]: ρ = level of significance: \*\*\**P* \< .001; \*\*\*\**P* \< .0001.

[^5]: Abbreviations: AIC, Akaike information criterion; CI, conﬁdence interval; CNS, central nervous system; HR, hazard ratio; LR, likelihood ratio; TBI, traumatic brain injury; SCI, spinal cord injury; Suppl., Supplement.

[^6]: Signiﬁcant nonlinearity was observed: a restricted cubic spline transformation was used.
